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Johns Hopkins University
Sheridan Libraries Profile
▶ Support schools of Arts & Sciences,
Engineering, Business and Education
▶ Large and growing part-time and distant
student population
▶Other Hopkins libraries (medical,
international studies, music, etc.) manage




































Challenge 1: Home-grown CMS
did not work for content creators
▶Difficult to create and publish Web content
▶ Performed needs analysis for commercial
CMS
▶Content creator analysis confirmed need for
CMS and helped drive selection process
Heuristic Evaluation
and Field Observation
▶ Problems with consistency, ambiguity, and
efficiency
▶ Limited system communication
▶ Supported decision to conduct CMS needs
analysis
Content Creators Survey






►“Find it, get it, use it” concept was
confusing
►Functional analysis and focus groups
reinforced need for change
►Card sorting/link naming exercise




►Web site used to complete specific tasks
 Catalog searching
 Using other electronic resources
►Not usually interested in exploring site
►Site too cluttered; should be simplified
►Problems with repetition, terminology
Focus Groups
►Customers use site for very specific
purposes
►Most used: “Find It.” Least used: “Use It”
►Little interest in customization, “My
Library”
►Web site reflects “culture of helpfulness”
Challenge 3:  Home page “too
democratic”
▶ Focus groups felt Web site should help rank
relative importance of items
▶ Insufficient usability work at outset led to “too
democratic” home page
▶ Non-usability considerations overly influenced
design decisions
Strategies
▶Card sorting and link naming
▶Heuristic evaluation of other library sites
▶ Survey/ballot of page designs
Card Sorting & Link Naming
▶Used an online card sorting and link naming
tool (available from NIST)
▶Asked users to sort links from home page as
they would expect them to be organized







▶Used US News and World Report’s list of
universities
▶Rated features, site architecture and general
layout of library sites for top 40 universities
▶ Identified three design types to show users

Survey/Ballot of Page Designs
▶Created three designs based on types from
heuristic evaluation
▶Asked users to rate designs and give
opinion of each






▶Users wanted items organized by activities
they perform
▶ Features and design trends identified in
other library sites informed our own
▶ Preferred design emerged, based on nearly
1300 user submissions
August 2004 - present
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